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G R I M O I R E
FOREWORD
If you think about it, Grimoire is a pretty precious commodity. 
Just imagine if one of your fellow students hits it big, his or her 
early writing and/or artwork is collected in here... and will 
probably be worth a mint. It'll be worth even more if you get 
them to sign it while they're still relatively unknown. If that's 
not reason enough to hang onto all your old literary magazines, 
then I don't know what is. Remember there are no guarantees, 
so you'll be taking a little risk with your investment, but what 
is life without risk? Enjoy, and start collecting those signatures. 
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FALL
The leaves in mesmerising patterns teemed, 
hundreds of them, thousands of them, like birds.
The air was thick with them. I’d never seen 
a world as yellow. Fell is not the word; 
suspended, more like it. A slow romance, 
a whispered trick, all photosynthesis 
forgotten. Desiccated leaves all danced 
together, set free of their osmosis.
No math chart can describe parabolas
they made. Crimson searched the woods in all parts.
The little voles and mice had closed their eyes,
in yoga slowing down their rodent hearts
before bare branches let the hawk’s eye in,
exposing all their souls to certain ruin.
No solitary end for leaves. In soughs 
en masse they spun, exhilarating sight.
Perhaps God knows what rules their hieroglyphs, 
if She exists. The wonder of their flight, 
a lesson in detachment, made me ask: 
what emblem, swirling, flutters round the trees, 
spreading a message down amongst the ducks? 
Could I, when life has brought me to my knees, 
accept my final transformation? When 
my time is up, will I detach like leaves 
with grace? Will I be gold and blaze, and then 
will I enchant my world with one last heave 
and make them understand, so they will know 
and no-one wonder why I have to go.
Sandra MacLiammoir
A FRAIL BUBBLE
Mount Airy sidestreets go a long way: 
they stretch out
with the ordered depth of a rolling country grove.
I slide by them with Blind Boy Fuller playing in my car.
The pale light of each lampost dawdles in the mist.
A red light
that I'm running bleeds on the wet road.
I pass under two crooked trees 
who lean together like ramshackle love 
and further, on route 309, 
the trees sway like the damned 
and I have a teleological moment,
where the beauty of the world glints and winks from 
every likely and unlikely thing.
when every rat's asshole and every putrefying sofa in 
every abandoned crack house makes sense and even 
a crying child
has some cathartic music and the jagged edges 
of every broken person are part of an incomprehensible 
cubistic masterpiece.
And I'm glad Blind Boy Fuller was blind 
and his woman doggied round.
A cop has pulled someone over by Lenape high school. 
Her face revealed in strobing red white and blue: 
turgid and deflated,
a face that clearly doesn't need this, not now,
a camel whose back is breaking.
she stares dully as endorphins evanesce in my blood.
I want to drive her back to her thirteenth year.
The echo of my optimism is regarded with cold contempt 




I see you through a needle’s eye 
and am fed just a thread.
You give me a hair-thin glimpse 
of history, strained through water, 
then slip behind a censor­
like the face scrambled on the screen.
You become a polished reflection, 
a porcelain shadow that vanishes when 
light threatens to shatter.
Your charnel house is tightly latched.
I try to exhume-
a glass pressed to the wall, I hunt 
for a breath, a heartbeat-
Were you ever alive?
My eyes squint at the keyhole, 
but you stitch them blind, 
silence sewn across my questions.
So, I take a shovel, Mother,




T HE  E Y E S ,  T HE  NOS E
O n e  could argue that a human being comes into contact with his or 
her world primarily through sight. Our man Murphy would agree, 
and this fact, he felt, was terribly unfortunate. For men like him, life 
itself was as confusing as a book of poetry, as modern art museums. 
Interpretation was always necessary, and he was severely 
handicapped in this area. The discrepancy between the world as he 
encountered it and the reality that most others seem to operate 
within was persistent and severe. And Murphy was much too dull 
or much too lazy to turn his rather unique perspective into novelty. 
He was no artist, no orator. He could not express his disability to 
others, but could only apologize after the fact.
He wished, often out loud, to encounter the world as a dog does, to 
trade the codes of vision for simple chemistry. Food and sex and 
danger could simply be sniffed out. No more ingesting the wrong 
stuff, no more humiliating himself for women, no more picking 
fights with the wrong men. He could simply arch his head back and 
sample the air to know the truth. Nutrients and attraction and fear 
all had smells that he could not detect, and he felt deprived of his 
natural state.
Murphy was also a strangely religious individual and he hoped to 
discover that God was a pawnbroker. His prayers were not that of 
praise or even of petition, but rather for a simple and fair barter; he 
would exchange color and three-dimensional sight for the nose of a 
lower animal. But his prayers were seemingly never answered, and 
all the cigarettes he smoked in the anxious interim probably did 
more harm than good to his olfactory sense. But it is the sincerity of 
his wish that reflects the strangeness of Murphy's mind.
And with this wish in mind, we find him now, naked and asleep in a 
pile of Gray's laundry. Murphy's occasional roommate, and even 
more occasional lover, had been gone for two weeks, and Murphy 
was starting to show. Her smell had sustained him in her physical 
absence — her shampoos in the shower, her perfumes — but they too
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had disappeared, though at a more sluggish, and perhaps more 
polite, pace. Hygiene and sequential thought were also leaving poor 
Murphy. The clocks were flashing. He picked up the phone, 
imagining it had rung or expecting it to ring. He was a mess.
Yet just when the situation seemed most desperate, Murphy had 
remembered Gray's hamper. He flew to her closet, and poured the 
dirty clothes onto the floor like fine wine. And like wine, he savored 
the fragrance, and felt drunk as he buried his face in her pajamas. 
Cotton never seemed so soft! Her armpit never so pleasantly sour!
As the night wore on, he removed his own clothes, threw them far 
from hers, and fell asleep right there on the floor. And that is how 
Gray found him the next day, when she finally returned.
When people asked Gray about her implants, she was known to 
reply, "Tits are as good as cash around here," but in reality she was 
not so shallow and cynical. However, her breasts did serve her as 
currency. She never paid for the essentials. Oily skinned 
convenience store clerks, whose eyes could not rise above her 
collarbone, told her, "not to worry about it," and she would prance 
out of their store with a cup of coffee or a pack of cigarettes, unpaid- 
for. Wealthy men were constantly buying her breasts drinks. To her 
credit, even before her operation, Gray was a woman so pretty that 
she was practically boring to look at. Like a math problem already 
solved, and in that sense, not worth considering. Those truly seeking 
adventure or those who recognized their own imperfection left her 
alone. It was only those who were either so completely ignorant of 
beauty or so acutely in awe of it who could not help but follow her. 
They were the Remedials and the Pythagoreans. And our man 
Murphy was one of these, but what exactly he saw in Gray is a 
mystery.
Gray had never explained her operation to Murphy; it had occurred 
during one of her absences. To hear her explain it was like hearing a 
Marine describe how he got a tattoo. She had been in town. And 
drunk. And woke up with larger breasts. All for kicks. Murphy 
argued that such operations did not just take place over night, but 
Gray assured him that yes, they did. What did he know about it 
anyway? Then the conversation would end. You see how this was
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yet another case where his powers of interpretation had failed him. 
She had had the operation three years ago, so in many ways, it was 
an old issue, presumably addressed. But as the most serious lover of 
Gray's former, natural body, Murphy was still the saddest to see it so 
artificially improved.
There was a time when their relationship was simple, even healthy, 
but now both considered that time to have been naive. Ten years 
since their first kiss, Murphy and Gray assumed they possessed 
wisdom about love. So much so that they didn't need what most 
couples did. Like honesty, because what's honesty? Or trust.
Nobody has that, they would assert, at least we can admit it. So they 
would separate, though not without some fuss, and then eventually 
return to each other. And while there was a time when Murphy 
exercised the same freedoms as Gray, these instances became fewer 
and fewer over time. His wisdom was becoming perverted and 
pathological. While at one time they would separate mutually, as the 
years passed it was becoming more accurate to say that Gray would 
leave him.
On this particular day when Gray came home, she pushed through 
the door and went straight into the bathroom. Murphy's eyes had 
opened, but convinced that he was dreaming, he said nothing. It 
wasn't until he heard the toilet flush and the shower turn on that he 
began to suspect that he was awake. Finally she came out of the hot 
shower and into the apartment, steam lit behind her like an 
apparition. Her skin was very pale and affected by the temperature, 
so all Murphy could see from his position on the floor was the scars 
beneath Gray's breasts, which had turned purple in the cold.
"Your breasts are purple."
"Fuck you."
Murphy sighed, "You've been gone for two weeks, and the first thing 
you have to say to me is 'fuck you'? Fuck you."
"The first thing you said to me was 'your breasts are purple.' What 
the hell kind of 'welcome home' is that? And what the hell is that 
supposed to mean anyway?"
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"I'm just looking at them."
Gray walked back into bathroom, grumbling. Looking down, our 
man Murphy realized that he had had a wet dream the previous 
night. This discovery was mainly pleasant because he had been 
worried about his sexual deterioration. But before he could gloat too 
much about this accidental victory, Gray returned to the room, now 
drying her hair.
"I have to ask... what are you doing with my clothes?"
"Sleeping on them. With them."
"Uh-huh. And is there something wrong with the bed."
"Not really, no."
"You're a real weirdo sometimes. Were you drunk?"
"Yes. But I missed you."
"Well, I missed you too. My little eccentric weirdo." She bent down 
and kissed him, ignoring his smell. Yes, there was love.
Gray went back to the bathroom and shut the door behind her. 
Murphy got up and gathered their clothes, and placed them back in 
the hamper. He dressed himself, and took their laundry down to the 
basement of the apartment building. As the elevator dropped, he 
tried to examine how he felt, but could come to no conclusion. He 
wanted to know where she had been, but was afraid of the answer. 
Was he even happy now that she had returned? Didn't he enjoy 
being the victim, at least the certainty of it? Yes, she most definitely 
left him for two weeks. The action was rude if not cruel. But for 
those two weeks, his constant depression and confusion and 
drunkenness had had an identifiable source, and there was some 
comfort in that. He felt justified, legitimate. What would happen 
now? She was back. And what if he was still depressed and 
confused and drunk, what then? Again, he made the dog wish while 
their clothes mingled in the washing machine. He felt it necessary to 
plot.
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After he put the clothes in the dryer, he went back up to his 
apartment. All the shades were down, and standing there in the 
darkness, Murphy realized he had no idea what time it was. He 
walked to the window and pulled on the shade, expecting to see the 
morning sun. The sun was setting, however, and this mistake was 
taken by our strangely religious Murphy to be a very bad omen.
His apartment consisted of only three rooms, and so Murphy quickly 
deduced that Gray had left again. She would be back soon though; 
she took nothing with her. He went into the bedroom, lit the lamp, 
and sat on his bed. He decided that he was not happy that Gray had 
found him the way she did that morning. She should not find him 
like that again. It was humiliating, in retrospect, and was no way for 
him to win the upper hand. He picked up his car keys, put on his 
jacket, and made his first trip out of the apartment building in two 
weeks.
Stepping out into the open air, Murphy remembered his job, which 
he had not thought of, much less been to, for two weeks as well. He 
had worked the third shift in an unimportant office, triple-checking 
documents he did not understand for accuracy. His own apathy 
made him laugh. "What a joke," he said out loud as he walked to his 
car. But thinking longer on the subject, he realized that his job had 
never called looking for him. Weren't they worried, or at least 
missing his output? He decided to call work when he got back home 
to make sure things were ok. The sky was a deep blue now, and the 
night was getting cold under a waning moon.
One would think that after being holed up in apartment for two 
weeks, that you would have some errands to run, but as he drove 
through town, Murphy could think of none. Determined not to 
return home before Gray, he stopped in a bar where he was hated, 
though not to his knowledge. He was ignored by everyone except 
the bartender who gladly took his money, but never brought his 
change. Murphy thought he recognized his uncle across the room, 
but the man would not return Murphy's greeting. After many 
drinks, Murphy's body seemed to have skipped the buzz altogether 
and transported him directly to the sober depths of post­
drunkenness. He felt lower now than when he started. So he left.
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Driving home, Murphy noticed the eyes first. They shone back at 
him a yellowish green, four of them. It was as if they were lit up 
from the inside, imbued at that moment with a new energy. Then he 
saw the large muscular legs, first in motion, and then stopped. 
Murphy began to apply the brake as soon as he saw the antlers, but 
by then it was too late. The impact sent Murphy's face into the 
steering wheel, and his nose began bleeding immediately. One of the 
deer landed on his windshield, cracking it, and then slid off the hood 
onto the street. The other deer's flank was speared by the front 
corner of the car. As it fell back, it tried one last time to run, but 
collapsed on the street, gore quickly emptying out of its wound.
Murphy turned on his hazard lights in a futile attempt to gain control 
of the situation. The front of his car was smoking, the windshield 
was cracked and covered with hair and blood. He groaned as he 
pushed his door open with some difficulty. He tried to stem the flow 
of blood from his nose, but the smell and the taste and the sight of it 
was making him nauseous. He vomited at the curb, and then 
applied some pressure to his nose with a handkerchief. He spotted a 
payphone by an overpass up the road, and instinctively walked 
towards it.
What exactly took place in the time it took Murphy to walk from the 
wreck to the phone is difficult to say. Perhaps it was the loss of 
blood and the shock. Perhaps it was the stress of the day, of Gray, of 
the accident. Or perhaps something else took place, involving the 
deer and things greater than our man Murphy. It is this latter 
suggestion that Murphy would agree to, but as we've said earlier, he 
is a strangely religious individual. The depths of his beliefs are a 
mystery. But whatever the case, it was a different man who arrived 
at the payphone than who originally set out for it. He calmly 
inserted a quarter, and dialed his apartment. Gray answered.
"Why did you get breast implants?"
"Are you drunk?"
"No."
"Are you sure? I can't even tell with you anymore."
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"What the hell does it matter anyway? It's still me."
"I thought you were glad to see me. Why are you being like this?"
"Ha," he laughed and it echoed under the overpass. He shook his 
head, "Women..."
"What do you mean 'women'? I'm the only woman you know!"
"I mean exactly what I said. They don't understand anything. Like 
what it's like to be a man."
"And why is that?"
"No woman is deep enough."
"Uh huh. Would you care to explain that? Where are you?"
"Up on the pike. By the overpass."
"Well, that's very poetic. Do you have an address for me? Or am I 
not deep enough to understand that? Look, please don't drive if 
you're drunk. I'll pick you up."
By this point they were speaking at the same time.
"The deer came to help me. They smelled I was in danger. But they 
ruined my car because they don't have hands. Just antlers..." He 
coughed. "But good intentions! Which is more then you ever had 
for me."
A third voice enters the conversation, "Please deposit twenty-five 
cents for an additional five minutes."
"Are you on a payphone? Where are you? I'll come get you."
"I think the cops are here." And then the line went dead.
Officer Knox's shift was over, but he felt compelled on his way home 
to at least stop at this mess on the side of the road. This is what he 
considered above and beyond the call. He was a thick man made of 
many sharp, hair-covered angles. Not a peace-maker, but a
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peace-keeper. While on the job, he carried himself with an air that 
suggested frustration. He thought people should solve their own 
goddamn stupid problems, but Christ, they are idiots, aren't they.
He pulled his cruiser behind the wreck.
Our man Murphy had left his car running, and his hazard lights 
flashed in the exhaust. Deer guts and glass and hair seemed to be 
everywhere, as if the animals had exploded on impact. And then 
there was the vomit at the curb. As Murphy walked away from the 
payphone, Knox called to him.
"Is everything ok?"
Murphy was annoyed by the stupidity of the question. His head was 
feeling like a new addition, more accurately, a new cinder block. He 
said nothing until he could look Knox in the eyes, and in the 
darkness, this took some time.
"No, everything is not OK," he said finally, "Those deer are dying, 
you asshole. They were trying to help."
"Look, buddy, I just stopped to see if..."
But Murphy, with his nostrils flared, kept approaching the officer 
until Knox finally shoved him back. He reeled back into his own 
yellow headlights, and Knox got his first good look at him. His eyes 
were wild and blind, his face and shirt covered in blood and vomit. 
Knox thought about his gun.
"I can smell it on you," Murphy accused, "You slept with her?"
As Knox began to reply that he did not know what in fucking God's 
name Murphy was talking about, the payphone rang. Murphy 
turned and ran back towards the ring. Knox dropped his shoulders. 
The adrenaline washed over him and then quickly dissipated. He 
had been ready for a fight, but now he was simply exhausted. He 
watched the lunatic fifty yards up the road, screaming into the 
payphone.
"The cop that you fucked is here. Did you send him?"
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"I don't know what you're talking about. God, not everyone is out to 
get you, Murphy. We are all doing the best we can. Would you 
please just tell me where..
"Fine, fine. Here, he wants to talk to you." He covered the bottom of 
the receiver and yelled to Knox, "Hey! Come up here!"
Knox furrowed his brow and walked to the phone, angry and a little 
bit bored. "What in the hell is going on?"
"Here," Murphy handed him the phone, patted him on the back, and 
ran back to his car.
Out of habit, Knox held the phone up to his ear. "This is Officer 
Knox. Who is this?"
Gray had lost her patience. She was sobbing now. "Oh God, just 
shoot him, Officer, or lock him up. He's gone crazy."
Knox agreed as he watched our man Murphy climb onto the hood of 
his car, and kick in the already-shattered windshield. A few cars 
slowed down as they passed but did not stop. Knox wished he had 
done the same. Gray was still talking on the telephone.
"Please help, Officer. His name is Murphy something. Or something 
Murphy -- Christ, I don't even know."
"Wait, shut up a minute. He's yelling something." Knox pulled the 
phone away from his ear to hear Murphy, and returned when 
Murphy finished. "Are you Gray? He's yelling about your boobs.
He said he smells your boobs. Does this make sense to you? Is this 
you he's talking about?"
"Yes, it is," Gray replied, hugging herself in Murphy's apartment.
She could hear him screaming across the line, but could not make out 
what he was saying.
"He just said, 'I smell me too. I know what jokes smell like.' Christ, 
he's laughing and jumping up and down on the hood of his car." 
Knox lit a cigarette, and considered his options. If there was one 
thing he did not like, and there were certainly more than one, it was
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phony cryptic rambling. He said, "This guy's a jag-off," into the 
night, and, "Hold on," into the receiver, and then let the phone 
dangle.
He walked down to the car, pulled Murphy off the hood, and 
punched him squarely in the face, knocking him out cold.
When our man Murphy came to, he was back in his apartment, on 
the floor. A citation for disturbing the peace was stapled to his 
jacket, as well as a bill for taxi service. His right eye was blackened 
and swollen closed. His nose was aching and caked in dry blood.
He was seeing in color and three-dimensions again, but didn't really 
know the difference. He could not remember much, and he felt he 
knew even less. But he did know she would be through that door at 
any moment. He wished she wouldn't see him like this.
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FOR ALL THE CAVEMAN ANTS...
for all the caveman ants that people are 
and grey ice water beneath yr car 
in the Sunday morning parking lot 
zipped up jacket 
laughing at it 
it’s cold enough 
to see yr breath
and old enough 
just staring at it
my watch is beeping now so it’s time to take my pill
I have been talking since we left
all about this math equation
and about how we honed our skills
tuning into radio stations
with veryveryveryveryvery weak transmitters
whispering veryvery very very weak answers
these questions I been carryin
and I asked you what you thought
until we found the payphone here 
with the glue in the slot 
until the snow up here and how quiet you got
I will scrape the ice off of your windshield
for the next hundred million miles 
for the next million billion trillion zillion 
motherfucking miles
I will place a collect call to some friends back at home 
who knew that even if yr car had made it 
we’d still be coming back alone
Derrick Martin
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SIX YEARS AFTER LEAVING HOME
As I drown in moonlight
Five hundred feet above the ground
In a city that's immune to sedative,
As my heart hides behind my spine,
I dream of mattresses stuffed with hay,
A clay jar of cold milk on a wooden table, 
And my sister's high cheekbones 




brought upon me this curse 
this affliction this unwanted seed 
so many eves ago
slain me with its grace as if i myself were its creator 
yet i am its prey
doomed to forever breathe its hot breath
to sit and weep
as its hollow memory
makes perverse my crimson seascape
to bleed its blood this parasitic trance is welcome
so hence i sit and read 
or sleep or cry or sleep again 
ponder do i 
it
this welcomed uninvited pang 
is it simply you
or simply this weakness of mine
that renders you a reverie
that renders your shadow a bit less black
that renders your smile a debilitating opiate
to burden my mind
with your delightfully haunting apparition
in this weakness i have been set free
and yet locked in my sincerest of embraces lay a crime 
as every time i am forced to hold my tongue 
to suppress 
in wait
to lie to you so deeply through passive silence 
an hour passes from my life 
a mother screams
a dove falls limp from an amber perch 
an infant dies at its mother’s breast 
a star grows dim
an angel falls from the fucking sky







w orking the grill left Josh covered in sweat. He could feel it 
running down his stomach. It gathered on his chest and back and 
under his arms. It accumulated on his forehead only to slide down 
and drip comically off his nose. Drops of his sweat would sizzle 
along with the cooking meat whenever they hit the flat iron grill. His 
spatula was moving constantly. If he let the meat rest for too long, it 
would be burned and wasted. An old scratchy radio played the 
oldies station in the back of the kitchen, accompanied by a rusty fan 
that kept the hot air in motion. A little ways down, Alvin worked the 
fryer, an equally sweaty job. The grill fascinated Josh; it was flat and 
dark as asphalt, but pure and untouchable. Heat emanated from it 
like a black sun, making the air around him thick and heavy.
"Hurry it up Merchant, the lunch rush is coming in," someone 
whispered low and close to Josh's ear. He instantly jumped to 
attention. Looking over his shoulder he saw Mr. Conroy scowling. 
When Josh sped up his pace, Mr. Conroy slapped him on the arm 
and moved on to lecture Alvin. Mr. Conroy was not the man that 
Conroy's Grill was named for. It actually belonged to his brother, a 
nervous little man that came by once a day to check on things. Mr. 
Conroy just worked as the manager. He was a tall, lanky man who 
looked much older than he actually was. His skin was pale, with a 
rough, grizzled look, and he had the ropy neck of an old man, even 
though his hair was only beginning to gray. His arms were 
shockingly thin, but the way he walked and the definition that still 
remained in his muscles suggested that he had once been very 
strong. Now he just seemed tough, like overcooked meat. An old 
tattoo on his right arm had faded and shrunk to obscurity. He 
shouted at Alvin and prodded him to work faster. Alvin obliged, but 
the minute Mr. Conroy's back was turned he shot him a glare that 
dripped murder.
Josh finished his first order, a steak sandwich, and brought it out of 
the kitchen. He walked up to the counter and came face to face with
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a smiling police officer. The cop was young, with a nervous grin. He 
came in for lunch pretty regularly. His name was Officer Kohlberg 
or something like that, Josh could never remember exactly.
"Bacon, lettuce and tomato, extra bacon," said Josh timidly. As soon 
as the joke passed his lips he regretted it. He could see the confused 
look on the policeman's face and he sensed trouble on the way. 
"Oops, that was the other order. Steak sandwich, right?" Officer 
Kohlberg smiled and nodded. Relieved, Josh went back to the grill.
"Did you say it?" Alvin leaned over expectantly. His cheek always 
twitched a bit when he talked about mischief.
"He didn't get it," said Josh.
"Told you so," said Alvin, "You just need to relax a little, and you 
can get away with all kinds of shit." With that he leaned forward, 
swished the saliva around in his cheeks, and spat disdainfully into 
the pile of meat cooking in front of him. Josh turned his attention 
back to the grill. The orders kept coming, and the pressure kept 
building. Josh had learned to enter a kind of work trance during the 
lunch rush. His body sped up while his mind emptied. He just 
stared absently at the grease, bubbling and hissing. He felt a little 
like an old soothsayer, reading entrails in a state of self-hypnosis. 
That was how one survived the lunch rush.
Mr. Conroy took a bathroom break every day at 12:30. Josh had 
begun to use it as a signal that he was halfway through hell.
"Old guy's like clockwork," Alvin whispered as soon as he was 
safely in the bathroom. Sometimes he would stay there until 1:00, 
and he would always emerge calmer, even a little friendlier. Alvin 
used up his supply of shit jokes in the first two weeks, now he just 
watched Mr. Conroy intently whenever he entered or exited the 
bathroom.
When the last customers had finished their meals and left to resume 
their jobs, Mr. Conroy let Josh and Alvin out for lunch. He scowled 
when he saw them take their gloves and aprons off and run out the 
back instead of eating right there with the other cooks, but there was
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nothing he could do. Josh and Alvin took off with hearts and 
shoulders suddenly lightened.
"You ready for this man?" said Alvin, "first time smoking on the 
job?" Josh nodded. "Remember, just keep cool. Race you to Matt's."
With that they were off, darting across busy Georgia Avenue and 
down a side street. It was the height of summer, but Josh felt only 
cool air rushing past him after a morning of the grill's heat. They left 
the dingy shops and restaurants behind and plunged into tree-lined 
residential streets. Their route led them through yards and over 
fences, past an old playground and through a line of hedges. Josh 
felt the shortcut take him back to earlier summers when he and Alvin 
ran this same path, pursued by imaginary enemies. This time 
seconds and minutes were their enemies, and while these too were 
imaginary, they mattered.
Matt lived with his grandparents. His living room was filled with 
little tables adorned with china figurines, his dining room with china 
plates. Even the kitchen seemed too fragile to touch. Matt's room 
was at the end of a long hallway lined with peaceful country 
watercolors. At the end of the hall, a plain door lead into another 
world. The rush of music was the first thing Josh noticed every time. 
As soon as the door opened, it would fly out, sending the air from 
stillness to fury. It was different each time, always something new 
and threatening. Matt listened to lots of little punk and metal bands, 
their names obscure and aggressive. Josh could have spent hours 
just looking over his CD collection in awe.
Past the wall of music, one could see how different the room was 
from the rest of the house. Posters covered the cream color of the 
walls, mostly of bands and swimsuit models. There was always a 
faint haze in the air from burning incense, and other things. And 
there were always people at Matt's, sitting and talking or just 
watching TV.
"Al, Josh, what's up?" Matt greeted them as they entered.
"Come chill," he extended his arm to the circle of chairs and 
cushions.
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"We only have like forty-five minutes," said Alvin. Josh looked 
around the circle. He blushed when he saw a girl he recognized from 
school, working behind the grill caused him to break out more than 
usual. He didn't want her, or any girl for that matter, to see him like 
that. He didn't have long to wait though; social gatherings at Matt's 
didn't last long before someone brought out marijuana.
Josh had only started smoking up this summer. It was still very new 
to him. The musty smell of it was still frightening and exciting. It 
meant the ability to step into a new way of seeing the world. They 
passed around Matt's bowl and a cigarette lighter, and then a 
cardboard toilet paper tube with a sheet of fabric softener at the end 
to blow the smoke into. When Josh's turn came around, he lit the 
lighter clumsily.
Matt's bowl was made of green glass with little flecks of yellow. Josh 
found it strange that someone had taken the time to make such a 
beautiful little thing to smoke weed with. He still choked a little on 
the smoke when he sucked it into his lungs. He doubted he would 
ever get used to the way it felt, like a mouthful of hot ash. He was 
proud of himself for not coughing or swallowing any. He held it in 
until it became unbearable, then sent a satisfying cloud of it out into 
the toilet paper tube. As the bowl made its rounds he let his head 
drift back into the chair. It felt like a balloon, lifting him up towards 
the ceiling. He was more aware of everything but time. Little lines 
in the wall and ceiling, subtle background beats in the music, new 
little lines and curves in the faces of his friends were all more 
apparent to him. He didn't care much about his own acne-afflicted 
face anymore, he felt like he was a spectator, watching his own life 
on a movie screen.
"Whoa, back to earth, man. We gotta split," said Alvin. He helped 
Josh up out of his chair. Just the process of standing up felt like it 
took an hour. They took it slow on the walk back. When they got 
there, Mr. Conroy eyed them suspiciously, and he kept his eyes on 
them all day. There were never that many customers in the 
afternoon, but it was a challenge serving those that came. The sound 
of meat frying on the grill was harsh to Josh's ears. He could hear 
the grease cracking and popping like tiny fireworks. The grill
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beneath was dark and oppressive. He moved as slowly and precisely 
as possible, protecting himself from mistakes. The high faded slowly 
through the day, as it always did, and Josh was left with nothing but 
a foggy head.
At four thirty Mr. Conroy stole a beer from the fridge, another daily 
custom. Alvin eyed him enviously. He used to ask Mr. Conroy for a 
beer every day during his first week at work. Mr. Conroy always 
told him to fuck off until he was twenty-one. Alvin hated anyone 
who denied him anything.
At five the evening shift came in and Josh and Alvin were dismissed 
with the other day cooks. They threw off their aprons and walked 
out into a day still bright and hot. At the crosswalk they parted ways 
and Josh started off toward Silver Spring Metro station. He cut 
across an open construction site surrounded by lifeless earth moving 
machines. One day it promised to become a new office building, but 
now it was little more than a pit of mud with a few steel girders 
rising from it.
There was new construction everywhere; Silver Spring, Maryland 
was in the process of rising from the ashes. A few years before it had 
been nearly dead, clinging to the borders of DC with nothing more 
than a few old offices and a half empty shopping mall. Now new 
restaurants sprang up everywhere, serving things like sushi and Thai 
food. Mr. Conroy talked about it all the time, saying, 'thank God 
some people still like a fuckin' cheeseburger.' Soon Silver Spring 
residents wouldn't be able to afford their own neighborhood.
Josh lived a short bus ride away in Woodmoor, on a little tree lined 
street. He came home every day dirty and smelling like meat. Once 
in the house, he would head straight to the shower.
This was pretty much all his summer was, days working at Conroy's, 
afternoons and weekends at Matt's or at the movies. He had seen 
every good movie in the theater, and most of the bad ones. He and 
his friends hung out at the mall food court, or in the 7-11 parking lot, 
or anywhere they could find to smoke cigarettes and watch girls with 
no adults present. Josh didn't smoke cigarettes, but he spat and 
complained about his job with the rest of them. His parents would
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often accuse him of smoking when he came home smelling like it, he 
would laugh and say 'you know I'm smarter than that, right?' They 
had no idea about the marijuana. It all felt the same as school, 
frustration and boredom filled his days, and his nights were haunted 
by some unnamable restlessness. Alvin sometimes made things 
more exciting, leading Josh to throw eggs at an old man's house, or 
rocks at an unoccupied cop car. If Alvin had his way, their nights 
always ended on the run.
They never hung out at Alvin's house. Josh had no idea why, it was 
clean and spacious, though not as nice as Matt's. Alvin's mother 
smiled broadly and hugged Josh the few times that she saw him. She 
smothered him with friendly little questions each time, and she 
continued to gab until Alvin told her to leave the room. Alvin's 
father lived in California.
There were always girls to think about. Josh thought a lot about a 
girl named Anne, though he didn't talk to her very much. He had 
kissed her once at a party, but she had been drunk at the time, so he 
kept reminding himself it meant nothing. The next day she ignored 
him, and at another party she hooked up with Matt.
Josh's father always asked him how his days went, though it was 
rare that he had anything different to tell him. His father listened 
sympathetically to tales of grease fires and angry bosses, but 
afterwards he would smile, silently proud his son was enduring a 
rough job. Josh was a little bit proud himself; he had withstood the 
rush of orders, Mr. Conroy's shouting, and the heat of the grill for 
weeks. The job had finally become routine to him. He knew skinny 
Officer Kohlberg would order his steak sandwich every day. He 
knew when Mr. Conroy would disappear to the bathroom, sweating 
and wringing his hands. Most importantly, he knew when he could 
work slow and breathe easy. The grill figured prominently in his life. 
It spread across his days like a hot, heavy night sky. He spent so 
long staring at it that he would sometimes see it when he closed his 
eyes.
Every morning, before the grill was lit, he would run his hand along 
the surface nervously, just to see what it felt like. Sometimes he
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would hear the sound of cooking meat when he tried to sleep at 
night. Mr. Conroy was always there, watching, and if Josh ever 
faltered he would boil over into anger.
"Damn it, Merchant, keep the meat moving on the grill!" Mr.
Conroy shouted in disbelief, "If you let it sit too long it'll burn and 
you'll be in deep shit. I shouldn't have to tell you that by now." He 
stormed off, glaring at Alvin as he passed. This morning had begun 
like any other, cool and hazy. The kitchen smelled of cold and 
hardened grease. The radio played "Summertime Blues" over the 
whining fan. Josh kept the meat moving, and soon its aroma filled 
the kitchen. His eye crept to the clock far too often. Each minute was 
an hour's work.
At ten thirty Alvin tripped carrying a bag of frozen french fries. Pale 
fingers of potato exploded across the dirty kitchen floor. One of the 
other cooks gave a low whistle as Alvin attempted to dispose of them 
as quickly as possible. Mr. Conroy arrived and surveyed the scene 
angrily.
"Unusually clumsy today, Mr. Severn?" he said as Alvin picked up 
the last of the fries.
"It was an honest mistake," said Alvin, Josh could almost see his 
hackles rising.
Mr. Conroy's tone was low and menacing, "Well don't let it happen 
again, or I'll take those fries out of your paycheck."
"Fuck you," said Alvin. He spat the phrase out with real hatred, but 
as soon as he said it, he faltered, shrinking back from the look in Mr. 
Conroy's eye. Mr. Conroy's normally bent frame was drawn up 
straight, and his skinny arms looked like bars of iron.
"Say that again and you're through," said Mr. Conroy, his voice like 
rock scraping rock, "Go on, say it." Alvin said nothing. After an 
instant of staring that crackled with energy, he turned away. 
Everyone else turned back to work. Josh just stood there 
dumbfounded.
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"Get back to work Merchant," said Mr. Conroy. Then, when 
everything had returned to normal, he whispered, "You're a smart 
kid, don't waste your time hanging out with that trash."
Josh returned to the grill. Some of the meat had been charred while 
his attention was elsewhere. He separated it and threw it out. Alvin 
said nothing for an hour. His movements were jerky and impatient. 
When he emptied the trashcans, he slammed them down angrily. 
Soon lunchtime rolled around and Josh could hear the crowd 
gathering out in the dining area. As he began filling the orders,
Alvin pulled him aside. His face was split by a cold smile, and his 
cheek was twitching.
"When the cops come, tell them to check the bathroom," he said.
Josh gave him a dumbfounded look. "Just say you'll do this for me, 
no risk for you, a little embarrassment for the boss."
Josh reluctantly nodded. Alvin slipped out the back without another 
word. At 12:30 Mr. Conroy disappeared into the bathroom. He 
looked especially tense, almost in pain.
Josh was at the counter giving a bacon and mushroom burger to a 
customer when he heard a crash from somewhere outside. Moments 
later Alvin came running in through the front door. He flew past the 
tables full of customers and into the kitchen, leaving the swinging 
door flapping behind him.
Josh froze when two cops walked in a few minutes later. One of 
them was Officer Kohlberg, the officer who frequented Conroy's. 
They scanned the room, then approached the counter. Their hats 
stood out above the line of customers like shark's fins breaking 
water. The cashier to Josh's right was too surprised to move, Josh felt 
frozen himself as the police approached.
"Son," said officer Kohlberg, "did you see a boy about your age come 
tearing through here?" Josh tried to speak, he tried to say what 
Alvin told him to say, but nothing came out. "It's alright, we're not 
gonna shoot him."
"Unless he's asking for it," said the other cop, not smiling.
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Alvin had long since retreated out the back. "Bathroom..." said Josh, 
"check the bathroom."
The next few moments went by very slowly. When the police kicked 
in the bathroom door they found Mr. Conroy with a syringe stuck in 
a place that most likely wouldn't be mentioned on the evening news. 
A shocked silence descended on the kitchen. Josh stood stunned and 
immobile for what felt like hours before he remembered that the 
meat was burning. The staff was dazed, frequently stopping to 
whisper or just shake their head between orders. Things got backed 
up and chaos plagued the kitchen.
A few hours later the night manager showed up, groggy and in a 
sullen mood, to restore some order. At the end of the day the other 
Mr. Conroy, the restaurant's owner, blubbered some lies to the 
assembled staff:
"I knew he had problems, but even I never knew anything about a 
drug habit. I was just trying to help him out, he was always good at 
the job..."
Everyone Josh knew, his parents, his friends, his co-workers, all 
shook their heads and mumbled 'who knew?' When Alvin heard the 
news, he looked surprised at first, then a smile slowly spread to his 
cheeks. He spent hours justifying it to Josh, saying Mr. Conroy was a 
bastard, and he had it coming anyway, it was only a matter of time. 
Josh didn't say anything to anyone.
That night they hung out at Matt's, passing the bowl until the day's 
events didn't seem to matter anymore. Josh didn't feel it much that 
night. It took more and more to get him high these days. When it 
came around to him he inhaled more deeply than usual and ended 
up coughing a little. When he passed the bowl, his fingers touched 
the hot end and he jumped, almost spilling the dry little leaves all 
over the floor. He was only peripherally aware of the conversation 
around him.
"Weed is great and all," Matt was saying, "but I think it's time we 
branched out. I've got a friend that could get us some e." Alvin was
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nodding in agreement. Nothing of interest happened that night. 
Josh left just as silent and hollow as before.
It was pitch black when he left for the Metro station. The night sky 
hung thick as tar above him. He expected it to be cold, or at least 
cool. Instead it dripped with a sticky humidity. Black asphalt that 
had been absorbing the heat of cars all day now radiated it back into 
the night. Josh heard police sirens somewhere in the distance and 
cringed. He slunk home, darting from streetlight to streetlight, 




You transcend categories 
Though one label applies 
The other one does too 
Surpass the limitations 
Of a title and a role 
The moon is a full cup 
And when it spills,
Overflows all over you 
You’ll be stained 
With moon shine 
A glow that transforms, 
Transcends the he/she thing
You’re no It 
You’re no She 
You’re no He






And I can see
Through the categories,
Cognitive thinking gone awry
Transformer,
You transcend us all
As dense and large as society
Compacted into a single person
Your multi-ness





It’s the reason why, as a child,
I used a night-light to erase all possible lurking places, 
why the roar of an ocean or roller-coaster 
roused the anxiety in my stomach, 
a levitating snake charmed from dormancy.
It explains my purposeful gait, gaze and jaw fixed firmly, 
the winged frenzy in my chest when 
taking off or landing, 
awaiting a diagnosis,
my inability to look at an old woman’s face, 
the wrinkles like warnings,




Granny, who I guess sometimes watched from 
her window
said it was the saddest thing she ever saw:
A little me in the backyard, throwing 
a football
and catching it; playing both roles.
She lived through the Great 
Depression
and WW2 - must have watched
me closer: she was old 
and had 
the time.





have looked creepy in that cemetery
with headlights pointed at
gravestones
so I could find my way.
At his, I laid down. I thought what 
the fuck
do I think I’m doing here, exactly?
I just tried to remember, 
tried
to concentrate. He said, "stop that
pleading, don’t you know I don't
have ears
anymore."
Tenacity paid: he said, "remember when 
I died,
we were watching pre-season football:
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you said: the dolphins scored 
and my
brain hemorraged. You said,
the dolphins scored 
and I
fell off the couch.
The next day, I had tubes in 
my nose
and then I was dead. The whole thing
was so ugly and so
stupid. Why
don't you - if you must
do something - sing, 
for me, 
a sad song."
I said I couldn't 
possibly,
being tone deaf and so on.
He deadpanned me with those 
eyeless
sockets; I said, "I'll do what I can."
Cranny's gone too. I think of her now: 
that last
week, when - with her
her arms shaking, in 
a vain
attempt to get up from
an easy chair, and her 
cataract
eyes mad like the
eyes of a horse in a 
gunfight -
she asked me to drive her
John Eckert






Why it is Useless to Battle the Superiority Complex in 
Big-Breasted, Thin-Waisted European Women
H ugo vs. Flaubert
Peter is the pastor's son, the only one in the mighty Schneider 
dynasty who received no formal theological education. One day 
Pastor Rob realized he would lose his tiny house on High Ridge 
Road if he put his youngest son through a seminary, so instead he 
threw the poor child into the Babylon of public schools. When Peter 
is away at college, Pastor Rob prays bluntly "for the moral strength of 
young men." As soon as Peter comes home on vacation and 
inevitably ends up under his mother's chapped thumb, the need to 
pray for the souls of young men naturally disappears, so Pastor Rob 
can concentrate his prayers on the stomachs of starving children. 
Tonight, however, Peter is in a bookstore with me, the only daughter 
of a Russian-speaking, half-Jewish divorcee-to-be who plays organ 
on Sundays. He offered me a cup of hazelnut coffee — I could not 
refuse, and now I must endure the myriad of purple comets passing 
in front of my face. Sometimes I blink, afraid that one of those 
comets will hit my nose. Peter taps my wrist with his long icy fingers 
and asks me if I am all right. I nod, and we resume our conversation 
about French literature.
"What do you think Victor Hugo was on when he wrote Les 
Miserables?"
"Probably some female hormone," I reply. "Some of his passages 
explode with hysteria. Can you believe that a middle-aged man 
could write something so nauseatingly sentimental? Honore de 
Balzac isn't one of my favorites either. I prefer the biting realism of 
Guy de Maupassant and Gustav Flaubert. I even wrote a twenty- 
page dissertation on M adam e Bovary."
"Can I read it some time?"
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"Yyyesss... But first... First I must find it. I have so many 
dissertations in my drawer."
Peter thinks I'm in college, so my sophistication does not surprise 
him one bit. I'm wearing my mother's long velvet dress and high 
heels. My bra doesn't need stuffing. I've been 38D since the age of 
thirteen. I'm telling you, it's all eastern Slavic stock with a touch of 
Jewish. My accent, however, is purely — or perhaps, impurely -- 
British. I watch too many BBC productions, so I know how true 
women of quality are supposed to sound. Peter thinks I'm engaged 
to a young lawyer, so he treats me almost like a widow. He has no 
idea that I'm a fifteen-year-old who's never been kissed or even asked 
to a high school dance before, who's been unanimously voted "the 
class weirdo" for two years in a row, who spends her weekends in 
the library or playing cards with her grandmother's friends. Right 
now I'm just painfully curious how much of my science fiction he'll 
buy. It's not often that I have a chance to play a game in which I set 
the rules, so naturally I’m savoring each moment.
Peter is wearing a gray suit, atrociously tailored, probably the same 
one he wore to his middle-school graduation. I keep picturing him in 
a scarlet mantle, with a huge gold buckle shaped like the sun. 
Phoebus... King of Day. I still can't get over how clean his 
fingernails are...
How  it all started
P eter spotted me for the first time during the Easter service to which 
he brought his college girlfriend Wendy, also a pastor's daughter.
The events of that Sunday morning resemble scenes in a Technicolor 
movie. The hues are unnaturally bright, and the people around 
speak with theatrical accents.
Peter and Wendy sit down on the bench right next to me. I 
immediately notice that she is thicker and shorter than me. Her hair 
is thin and straight, with dark oily roots and brittle ends. She is 
wearing dirty-pink shorts from K-Mart, a stretched out sweater with 
Minnie Mouse and a pair of not particularly clean sneakers. Her legs 
haven't been shaved in three days. Her cheeks and neck are covered
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with pimples, yet she doesn't even bother to cover them up with 
makeup. She probably doesn't read Hugo or Flaubert, and she 
certainly doesn't picture Peter in a scarlet mantle, even though her 
oily little eyes glow each time his hand touches her round shoulder.
I am a fifteen-year-old Russian immigrant, as you already know, 
partly Jewish, a former atheist dressed in my mother's clothes from 
the 80's, yet the sight of Wendy gives me an orgasmic feeling of 
superiority. Peter keeps turning his head back, and I have a 
suspicion that it's not because his neck became stiff. Wendy doesn't 
seem to notice anything. She's all in the sermon (Pastor Rob, in his 
quest to be idiot-friendly, is talking about the role of chocolate chip 
cookies in the life of every good Christian).
Peter keeps turning his head, until our eyes meet. This is when I 
reward him with the most irresistible grimace I could produce — suck 
my cheeks in, twist my lips in a bow tie and roll out my eyes. The 
grimace is called "Kiss of the Fish Woman".
Everything happens so spontaneously that Peter does not even think 
of suppressing a fit of laughter. Everyone in the church shudders, 
even Wendy. My face quickly attains an expression so tender and 
reverent, nobody dares to think that it's I who made Peter chuckle.
After the service he does not approach me to introduce himself. 
Sophie, the loveliest old lady that a church ever produced, brings 
Peter and me together at the coffee stand. I shake his right hand, 
while Wendy is clutching his left hand, so for two seconds the three 
of us are connected by one mighty handshake. Through the old 
women's chatter I distinctly hear the circuits buzzing. Of course, 
Pastor Rob's wife appears out of nowhere and breaks our little 
handshake network. She hates me for my mother. Mommy has a 
musical career and no stretch marks on her waist. Mrs. Schneider, on 
the other hand, has a special reservation in Heaven and no credit 
cards debts. So, she and my mother are approximately on the same 
level of contentment.
I close my eyes, and Mrs. Schneider silently falls through the floor 
along with her husband and Wendy. Peter alone remains, head
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bowed to the side, arms crossed over his chest. His Sunday suit 
turns into a scarlet mantle.
That day I leave church with total spiritual satisfaction, as if I spat in 
someone's burger or poisoned a well. Every vertebra in my spine is 
singing. The little scene I caused would be enough to feed my vanity 
for weeks. I do not even care if I see Peter again or not.
We do meet again. The next month he comes home for summer 
vacation and shows up at the choir rehearsal. This time he takes a 
seat behind me, which gives him an excellent opportunity to throw 
bits of gum wrapper into my hair. At the end of the rehearsal he asks 
me if I want to go to a bookstore with him for some coffee. My 
mother overhears the invitation and congratulates me with a bluntly 
triumphant grin. She usually tries hard not to embarrass me in the 
presence of the opposite sex, but sometimes her maternal pride 
overshadows good manners. In the hallway she gives her delicate 
yellow hand to Peter and orders him to entertain me well. This is 
how the two of us start this discussion about Hugo and Flaubert. I 
rest my 38D bosom on the table, play with the tips of my hair and 
bash Les Miserables without lowering my voice.
How  it all ended
A fter our literary evening at the bookstore Peter never invites me 
anywhere. During Sunday services he always sits at the other end of 
the chapel. When I offer him a home-baked brownie after the 
service, he invariably refuses. In case you don't know, it's against my 
principles to wonder if I had done or said something wrong. I'm 
always right. It's men who are blind and delusional. Sometimes they 
fail to appreciate my inner virtues, so I have to flash some skin. One 
Sunday I show up in church wearing a tight pink dress with cleavage 
down to my navel. Peter stood up and left in the middle of the 
sermon. Later on I find him near the water fountain afterwards, pale, 
with his hands on his stomach.
"What's wrong, Peter? Too much Budweiser with your breakfast 
cereal? Tsk, tsk... The sermon was quite brilliant, don't you think?"
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"I wasn't listening. I don't feel well."
"That's a shame, because I wanted to ask a favor of you. My dear 
mother has a rendezvous tonight."
"A rendezvous? Isn't she still technically married?"
"Who cares about technicalities? Why should a well-bred, well-read, 
well-toned woman stay at home? She has a new sweetheart. At any 
rate, Mommy will have a fabulous time tonight, and I'll need a ride 
home from work. You're the only person I can think of. If you 
refuse, I'll just have to walk six miles up the hill in bitter snow."
"Snow... But it's June..."
"So, your cheesy-humor detector is also malfunctioning? I didn't 
realize things were that bad."
"I have no idea what you're talking about."
"Didn't your daddy tell you about his trips to elementary school?
You know -- the way things used to be ninety years ago? Torn shoes, 
three feet of snow, up the hill both ways and all... Get it now?"
"Oh, that's right... Well, I guess, I could give you a lift."
"Rest assured, your good deeds are recorded in the Book of Life."
***
N ee d  I describe the horrors of working as a hostess in a Greek 
restaurant? Greek men, everywhere... Those in their early twenties 
come with their girlfriends, skinny, swarthy, mean-tempered 
creatures who constantly hiss and turn their huge eyes to the ceiling. 
Those in their thirties drag along their wives and strollers stuffed 
with children of all ages. Those between the ages of fifty and seventy 
come in rowdy groups and aim to take the huge round table in the 
middle of the room.
My complexion deceives them into thinking that I'm one of their 
former compatriots. They wink at me, babble in Greek, and it takes 
them about five minutes to realize that I don't understand them.
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Then they start apologizing, telling me how much I remind them of 
their grand-niece Petola or their daughter-in-law Anastasia. I must 
endure their kisses and their thick red fingers trying to pinch me in 
the most delicate areas.
Eight hours later Peter comes to my rescue. He waits until I count 
the last receipts. Nikos, the owner of the restaurant, offers him a 
drink, but Peter shakes his head in dissipation.
"No, thanks... I just had a drink... Two minutes ago... At home..."
Then at last we are sitting in his car in front of my house.
"Well, we're here," Peter says and starts fixing his hair before his rear­
view mirror.
I am not in the hurry to leave, because the scarlet mantle is swaying 
fiercely before my eyes, growing brighter with each moment. It's not 
the time to act morally or even naturally. At any rate, I have no luck 
as a regular fifteen-year old, so I might as well imitate Nabokov's 
Lolita. If that girl (two years younger than me by the way) managed 
to seduce her mother's husband, I should not have too much 
difficulty with the college student next to me.
"Peter..." I chant. "Peeeee-ter."
"Wwwhat..."
"Look at me, Peee-ter. My Petrushka..."
"What did you call me?"
"Petrushka... Silly Peter, from Russian folklore. He's really very 
bright, but he pretends to be a fool, so he doesn't have to pay the 
price for what he says or does. Pretty clever, don't you think? So 
many advantages... Wouldn't you want to be like Petrushka? He 
wears a jester's outfit, but in reality he's fit for a scarlet mantle."
"I don't have any idea what you're talking about."
"I think you're lying."
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My mother always tells me that blinking is the quickest way to get 
crow's feet, yet I squeeze my eyelids tightly and stretch my lips 
forward. His cold hand covers my mouth as he stammers in the 
darkness:
"No, no... Oh, no, no, no... Don't do it, please..."
I realize it's time to open my eyes.
"No? Isn't it the woman's job to say no?"
He grabs his head and begins to moan.
"Oh, no..."
"You think I'm fat, don't you?"
"No."
"Are you suddenly questioning your sexual orientation?"
He twitches in his seat, nearly hitting his head against the roof of the 
car. "No!"
"No again? Is that the only word left in your vocabulary!"
"No, no... It's just that... You must understand me. See... If I make 
a mess, even a small one, my parents will think it's because they 
didn't send me to a seminary. My father can't live with this kind of 
guilt over his head. He has high cholesterol."
"Maybe if he didn't stuff himself on chocolate chip cookies... High 
cholesterol... Big deal! Half of America has it anyhow. But, since 
you started digging up your family medical records, my father 
caught syphilis when he was in conservatory. That's what I call an 
interesting illness. Now he leads an almost normal life."
"Come on, you know what I mean. You're a bright girl... with 
European education."
"Tell me something new."
"As you know, I've been raised with certain principles... I have a few 
concerns."
"Don't worry. My vaccinations are up to date. I'm rabies-free, and I 
haven't had lice since my trip to Romania. For God's sake, Pete, you 
listened to me deconstruct Gustav Flaubert for three hours, and you 
loved it. Tell me, who else will have such conversations with you? 
Wendy? I know, I know, her name is sacred and all. She's a solid 
Baptist girl with values. I'm probably not worth a zit on her back, 
and yet... You wouldn't be so twitchy if you didn't think deep inside 
that we would make a pretty swell pair."
"It doesn't matter why I'm twitchy. My father is a pastor. Fie taught 
me things, things I won't sweep aside.
Now, Wendy is like me. I just want to be sure, absolutely sure that 
my wife and I will meet in Heaven after we die."
I nod with resignation and step out of the car. He says nothing. His 
mouth arches downward like a horseshoe. His bony white hands 
hang off the steering wheel like two dead chickens. Before leaving I 
look inside the window for the last time and ask him:
"In theory, if the husband goes to Heaven, and the wife goes to hell, 
who gets the custody of children? I'm sure, there must be some kind 
of visitation rights."
"I don't know..." he sighs half-audibly. "You better ask my father. 
He's the expert in those matters."
His eyes are like a dirty, dead ocean with fish skeletons and rusty 
cans floating around, but the scarlet mantle around his shoulders is 
brighter than ever.
Date with an Albanian communist
Imagine watching the sunset with a man who smells of sweat, 
gasoline and cheap tobacco, who takes particular pride in his brittle 
nails and his thick Albanian accent. How did I end up in that place 
and in that company, I don't know. I have not seen Peter or heard 
from him in three weeks. I don't dress up for church anymore. The 
old women there are crazy about me no matter what I wear. They 
keep pinching my unpowdered cheek, combing their bony fingers
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through my loose hair and trying to convince me that Peter is coming 
back. Half of them can't stand Pastor Rob. Their hatred for him 
doubled when he declared in front of me that Peter is "visiting 
Wendy's family in Hartford and discussing certain arrangements."
Five old women followed me to the bathroom where they took turns 
consoling me for about half an hour.
Now, two days after the incident, I'm sitting on the beach with Luke, 
listening to his Albanian adventures. He still can't get over the fact 
that I'm actually looking forward to my parents getting a divorce 
after two years of tearing each other's hair.
"If my mother leave my father, I no talk to her, never," says Luke and 
clenches his fist. "If she starve on the street, I give her no bread. I just 
pass by and no look. Only slut leave their husband. In my country, 
family sacred."
"Is that why you're staring at my breasts, Luke?"
"What else there to stare? You show, I stare. Come, sit closer."
"Take a bath first. Cleaning your nails wouldn't hurt either. And 
what's with those cowboy boots under your jeans?"
"You proud. No good to be proud. God no love proud women."
"Well, he isn't crazy about dirty schmucks like you either."
I prepare to stand up, but he holds me back by the wrist.
"Schmuck, eh?"
"That's right," my voice trembles. "A filthy, uncivil schmuck."
He sticks his cigarette into the palm of my hand. I scream and scare 
the seagulls off the rocks.
"There!" he chuckles. "Civil now? Next time you know better.
Calling people names..."
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"I'll tell my father!" I keep on screaming, watering my hand with 
tears. "He's an immigration lawyer, he'll deport you back to your 
stinking Albania!"
"Your father a lawyer now, huh? Ten minute ago he musician, now 
lawyer. You need beating. Yes, yes. Good beating. And your 
mother too. You both need ass kicked."
The disturbing part is that he's right. The Albanian Commie does 
have a point, even though the scarlet mantle would not look too 
good on his hairy, sun burnt shoulders.
Epilogue
Five years passed since my first encounter with Peter Schneider. I 
lost many things, including my virginity, my British accent and 
about four pounds of needless weight. I did not lose a drop of my 
arrogance, though. Sometimes, in the professional world, I make the 
effort to conceal my general spite for mankind, but most often I don't 
even bother. Luke "The-Guy-who-Made-me-Puke" would still 
gladly stick his cigarette in my hand.
Peter repairs computers, and Wendy runs the Stay-at-Home 
Christian Mom forum on the internet. It's her third pregnancy in a 
row. She must have given up the dream of ever wearing normal size 
clothes, yet I have a disturbing feeling that she's happy. Yes, I can 
hear her content sigh as Peter's tongue explores every dimple on her 
thigh. He has no right to complaint, because he consciously chose 
that pair of thighs over mine. He chose Jesus Christ over Gustav 
Flaubert, the Holy Bible over M adam e Bovary, the security of his 
soul over the satisfaction of his intellect.
The visions of the scarlet mantle still haunt me. I'm yet to find a man 
who would look good in that garment. No luck so far, not with Eric 
Burke the Jerk, Matt Tucker the Mother — and even Hank Quaker the 
Hymen-Breaker. Some women like to picture their men in a Scottish 
kilt, others in tiger skin underwear, or simply naked. Well, I like to 
picture mine in a scarlet mantle with a golden buckle shaped like the 
Sun.
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SEX
The monster came and
Took her, she felt, “He’s not man
Enough to save me”
Broderick Jones
OH WHAT A VISION...
Oh what a vision of loveliness and beauty 
To beheld by mischievous eyes,
A vision filled with cares and wonders 
of love and splendor,
And all these things she captured in her face, 
And displayed with one smile
Broderick Jones
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AVALON MEMORIES
Tomorrow I reach the beach - 
Yes, I seek sandy shores, 
land I must find 
To save me...
(cue the resurrection)
I join an eclectic cast of characters 
in this land of oceanic gesture 
Wading through a sea of broken men: 
The composer who cannot hear 
The artist who cannot see 
A writer's hands crippled
and swollen.
And to this sacred beach 
Shadows surround life-giving sun 
Awake to find each morning, 
dead and gone
And all through this long hot summer 
they frequent an island of pain 
They walk hand in hand through 
Miles of hourglass sand, time - 
All in constant effort 
to place their mark upon history,
with the deepest footstep...
May an angel touch this child's 
tiny outstretched hand 
Guide him through 
this world, long lost and 
forgotten
Jim Lewis
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF DRAINS
Learning to hand wash the dishes 
with a sponge and a healthy dose of 
middle class guilt, 
and I’m spellbound by the way the 
water spirals, dancing with the 
ugly bits of food.
At home my cat is in morbid 
love with drains.
He stares at them so resolutely 
then looks up as if to say,
“This is so like you.”
To him they must be 
so unnatural.
It’s a little black hole, 
willingly welcoming old strands 
of spaghetti.
To think there must be so much 
water in the world 
that we waste it with a 
stream of soap and bits of food.
You can put anything in a
garbage disposal, down
past the dark rubber folds
it’s the Pit of Tarterus
and my faucet drips Lethe water.
It washes everything away.
Nick Scorza






A Work in Progress
Shana had her moments during the most mundane of daily 
activities; for instance, her latest thought occurred to her while she 
mindlessly sat on her toilet reading a magazine. When this most 
recent thought invaded her privacy, she began sobbing midstream 
and had to wipe her face with toilet paper because she'd neglected to 
notice sooner that her bathroom tissue box was empty. Earlier, she'd 
been rifling through her collection of lipstick -  once again in her 
bathroom -  when she noticed how all of them, each one figuring to 
be about $6, were merely varying degrees of the same shade of light- 
brownish-coral; somehow, this discovery made her unbearably sad 
and the subsequent tears plopped heavily from her chin to her 
marble sink.
In any case, her most recent thought also had started from thinking 
about lipstick -  an article in her women's beauty magazine was 
mentioning how many women (obviously of the upper middle class, 
considering the prices of these new and improved products) were 
steering toward "organic" lipsticks to reduce their chances of 
swallowing miniscule bits of processed chemicals and dyes in other 
lipsticks. Shana sat there, warming the toilet seat for a near 18 
minutes, considering the ridiculousness of something "new and 
improved." Something could be "new" only once and something 
"improved" could only be a version of something already made; the 
phrase was preposterous and slightly maddening, for Shana herself 
worked in advertising and using a phrase like that in her office could 
land one a pink slip.
Yet what troubled her was that some women actually found it 
acceptable to spend $36 on a tube of nude-colored organic lipstick ("a 
strikingly fresh look for this fall's lips") yet could not donate a small 
fraction of their mighty paychecks or savings accounts to a charity of 
any sort. It also struck her as completely and utterly depressing that 
more women were reading about swallowing minuscule bits of
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lipstick dyes than they were about the wars in the Middle East and 
the homeless and tortured children all over the world. These 
thoughts simply waded into her mindstream, met each other, and 
victoriously shook hands at her most recent case of blinding moral 
awakening.
***
I  had a problem in high school that most people called "poor stress 
management" and the other few people called "depression." It was 
funny, though; I always had one of those lives that, somehow, other 
girls were jealous of. I had a name that was pretty damn unique for 
the time -  what with all the Jessicas, Jennifers, Danielles, and 
Elizabeths, a name like Shana pretty much set me apart... and higher 
up, as the case may be. Teachers always stopped right before my 
name on their roster sheets as if they were mentally switching back 
and forth between the normal, 6-figure-salary names my classmates 
had to my "hippie-slash-Irish-go-lucky" name. New kids always 
stopped to look over at the brunette in the second row who patiently 
raised her hand. "Present."
My closest friend Abby, who took no shit nor dealt it, often slapped 
me around when I allowed myself to get lazy, or as she called it, 
"really fucking dull," seeing as how I had some sort of image to 
uphold, even though the last thing I considered myself to be was 
some sort of prissy, look-at-my-manicure, I'm-not-really-blond snob. 
We'd get into this ritualistic manner of putting on low-key yet sex- 
thought-provoking dresses, sophisticated heels, and a club girl's 
amount of makeup, and head to the local mall to buy new shirts from 
Macy's or shoes from Payless, and it actually did make me feel better.
I found myself, as I moved into college, taking more of my time and 
money to the shopping mall, and feeling that slight throbbing of pain 
in my stomach -  the hand of Stress beating on me from the inside out 
-  subside and die as I found more and more high-heeled, brown 
leather sandals that fit and made my calves look toned. At the time I 
though it was an honest way of killing the nagging voice inside that 
said "You can't even live up to the uniqueness of your name, Shana 
Rae." Sometimes it was just too much for me that I even had a 
middle name people were jealous of. In Kindergarten and first grade
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when all the little girls would play Pretend, the first thing they 
always pretended was that they weren't who they really were... 
instead of Lizzy or Rachel, they were Molly the Nurse, or Lucy the 
stay-at-home-with-the-plastic-babydoll-Mom.
How much did it all really matter in the long run? Abby said that 
most of the things people thought about on a daily basis weren't 
worth squat and that was what was wrong with the world. "They 
pronounce your name wrong all the time anyhow, Shan-na." It's 
really Shay-na, but who's counting?
I lost touch with Abby during my second year of college; I'm positive 
she's doing better than the majority of us, considering how she had it 
all together way back in the day, anyhow. I'm realizing that people 
like her use people like me to justify their own thoughts and 
convictions; feeling inferior, how could I question that? I simply was 
not worthy. Who in the hell cares what my name is, for Christ's sake.
A t  work standing in front of the watercooler I ask Nancy to throw 
something on the floor and do it fast because Hottie from the 
Netherlands who's here to "do" computers is heading this way. 
"What?"
"Nan, for Chrissakes, throw a goddamn pen on the floor. Tip over 
the watercooler. Do anything so I can bend over and show that man 
my best asset." So she does. She "drops" her notebook from the 9 
a.m. meeting on the floor, and in a sudden fluster, bemused that she 
has actually complied to this assinine, junior-high scheme, I bend 
over a little too quickly in my fits-like-a-glove grey pencil skirt and 
get lightheaded, stumbling just slightly so that I bump my miserable 
head into the watercooler spout. Damn it.
I unfold myself slowly, smoothing my skirt and looking past my 
shoulder through peripheral vision at the piece of man-flesh 
hovering in Aimee Van Dulen's doorway. "God damn that little 
bitch, where does she get off, she's engaged, my God."
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"Honey, darling," says Nan, bourgeois, scarf-clad, wonderful woman 
that she is. "At least he didn't see you."
I realize that's true. I also realize that I'm still sad from watching that 
completely frustrating Animal Channel last night, the one that 
always starts off these hour-long documentaries on completely cute 
and furry critters and then proceeds to tell you all the horrible things 
that all the horrible humans are doing to them and leaves you with 
some sort of message that since you took the time and the courage to 
continue watching for that long you should get off your damn ass 
and do something about the horrible humans. I feel another thought 
coming on. Oh God, Shana, find a happy place.
***
A nother moment. She sat in her living room, small and tired from 
staring too long at a computer screen waiting to be told what to 
advertise about this time, bloated from eating too many strawberries 
and not enough water, wondering why she couldn't be an actress or 
a writer or even just plain skinny.
She looked at some of the women on screen these days and 
wondered how they ever gave birth to anything weighing more than 
a napkin. She wondered if they could lift weights like she'd been 
able to in high school, when things like being able to bench press to 
make the soccer team mattered and she worked it up to 100 lbs., 
including the bar. Like that mattered now, since she hadn't made the 
team and bench pressing wasn't foremost on her mind and she 
probably couldn't even lift the bar on its own now.
But she still wondered; after all, she had done a little acting in 
college, once she'd gotten the balls to audition, and had actually 
snagged a part here and there playing a prostitute, a singer, a 
scheming neurotic housewife -  why couldn't she do it now? She 
could probably even do some nudity, considering that after all the 
stress she'd gone through -  what with the whole Prozac deal and the 
chronic-headaches scare -  she'd managed to keep some parts of her 
body looking reasonably toned for a single woman nearing 
twenty-six like a train on crack. At least that's what it felt like 
sometimes when all she'd be doing was running a comb through her
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hair when she realized she really did  have too many- light-brownish- 
coral lipsticks and that at least $42 could have been sent to help 
someone, somewhere, with their problems, rather than going 
towards another frosted-plastic tube with a color in it that barely 
even showed up on her lips.
God didn't work in mysterious ways for Shana. God just plain didn't 
work.
***
"  Aimeeeee,  hi-eeee," I squeal, putting a pencil eraser between my 
lips to stifle a nauseated choking sensation. Women her age simply 
shouldn't look like that. Only I should look like that, because I was 
the one having trouble finding anyone to even come fix my water 
heater. Aimee had a fiance. I didn't have a fiance (I had a broken 
water heater). Aimee was 33. Aimee had on a new necklace and a 
so-new-you-could-smell-the-store sweater on in lilac that fit snugly 
over her natural C-cup. What in the hell did this woman want m e  to 
do for her?
"Morning, Shana, how's the water heater?"
Swallow. Inhale. Smile, show teeth. "Still sputtering. How's the 
groom?"
"Oh, he's darling. We went to this new place down off Madison, that 
fabulous restaurant with that chef, you know... the one who's 
something like the 80th best chef in the country? Well, Marv just had 
him come out and dedicate a toast to us! It was just luscious, but I 
can't even fathom  having spent $400 on dinner!" Slight pause. "Oh 
my, that was horribly rude. Apologies, dear." Twinkle>, twinkle, 
goes the massive rock on her finger.
Swallow. Imagine a wrecking ball whacking her in the left 
mammary. "That just sounds amazing, Aims." I knew she hated 
being called 'Aims.' Jesus, was I being obvious? "Is there anything I 
can help you with?" Can I help you fall off the third floor? Can I?
"Just a FedEx, thanks. Hey, how 'bout you come out with us 
sometime; Marv knows a lot of great guys, and you're just the
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greatest person. Hey, have I told you how jealous I am of your 
name?"
Swallow. Ignore the thought coming to head. "Thanks, that sounds 
just... awesome." Jesus. I may as well have said "tubular" or 
"rockin'," but "awesome?" Smile. Fight with Stress playing 'Rambo' 
in your stomach. "That's a wonderful sweater, by the way."
"Shana, you are just so special. You are a special, special person. 
Later, dear." And with that, she's back to her office, probably to put 
on some headphones and listen to smooth jazz and eat Special K corn 
flakes and drink Perrier for lunch and attract gorgeous Nordic men 
to her doorway simply by being. Just by being. I am alone.
***
W ith  a completely straight face because I know how it sounds,
I am asking the man in the Kmart if they sell personal massagers.
I am looking for something to rid my neck of the periodic tension in 
one side that appears like a bad LSD relapse from having whiplash 
once four years ago. The man smirks, most likely thinking me a dirty 
whore, or possibly just a woman who likes sex and may even be up 
for liking it with him. "Okay," I say, all business and attitude. "I am 
looking for something, maybe even someone, to massage my neck. 
Have you any products that slightly resemble what I'm talking 
about?"
Looking almost disappointed that I'm not the fiendish sexpot I came 
across as, he points me toward Electronics. Jesus. It's like if you opt 
for the full bottom-coverage panties rather than the thong, you may 
as well just kiss the idea of sex goodbye because you are obviously 
mistaken, young lady, that sexy young women still wear anything 
other than butt-floss. "You can kiss my ass, mister," I mutter under 
my breath, making my way past bouncy-balls and discount Barbies 
and lawnmowers and into the fluorescent-lit haven of Kmart 
electronic appliances. I find my massager. While I'm at it, I head 
back into Lingerie and pick up a teensy-weensy black cotton thong, 
one size too big. At this point, what could there possibly be to lose?
***
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Stifling. A tightening feeling in her lungs. Inhaling the scent of
Herbal Essences Shampoo and not quite making it out of the shower 
before collapse onto cold tile with nose dripping, wet hair, water 
crashing onto her head and drowning out the sobbing. Until she 
pushes in the faucet. And it drip-drip-drips into silence, and she 
scrambles onto hands and knees and makes it off the tile and onto 
the bathmat, where she curls up and falls asleep, toes just barely 
falling off the mat and onto the cold, geometric tile floor.
***
P'Vhaf happens to m e? Why can't I think o f normal things and just 
let m yself get swept away by hair colors and shoes and parties and  
soap operas and rom ance novels and cherry Twizzlers and fat and  
calorie counting? Why do I  suddenly, in the m iddle o f showering, 
sitting on m y sofa flipping channels, sleeping, eating, working, so 
suddenly feel m y head break open with these thoughts o f just how  
sad we really a re ... how  sad everyone looks when they don't know  
you 're looking at them, and when they catch you looking at them  
you see their brow tighten and relax, their eyes are so quickly not as 
tired, and their faces are forthright... but you saw them ... you saw  
into them and you saw that they w ere tired and sad and m aybe 
lonely or empty, but who w ould willingly show  that to anyone else? 
You only see it when they know  you 're not looking. Why do I  
always have to look? Doesn't everyone know  that they can see it in 
m e all the time? God, it creeps in sometimes, and it's so scary when 
you realize you 've pulled  all your hangnails o ff and they're bleeding  
and you 're in the hospital hooked up to an IV  because no one could  
explain the pain, that horrible, empty, aching pain you felt in the pit 
o f your stomach that m ade you finally, utterly collapse in tears in 
y ou r m other's arms at 11 p.m . on a W ednesday.. .b u t  you can't help  
it. We always have the choice to be alone. ..bu t when did I ever, ever  
choose to be so lonely?
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SO I ASKED HER WHICH SHE LIKED
BETTER...
so I asked her which she liked better...
“the boy with the perpetual misunderstanding 
or
the boy with the perpetual optimism”
but she just said “sleeping is misunderstanding” 
turning quietly away from me
we had been driving for four and a half hours at this 
point
so I just closed my eyes 
and didn’t see anything




For three nights she slept in the warmth 
Of her own arms, crossed over her chest.
When the postman came, she had 
No strength to stand up.
Her six-year old boy ran to the box instead. 
No letters, Ma, not today. Maybe tomorrow?
She crawls to the window and looks 
At the crimson tulips raging under the sun, 
At the orange cat Basil dragging 
A wounded pigeon across the yard.
Blood drips from the bird's open beak, 
Leaving a dark trail in the sand.
The dusty blue wing still trembles.
She pushes her fists into the windowsill,
Until her knuckles crack.
Through the bees' buzzing she hears 
The first chords of a long-dreaded requiem.
Marina Petrowski
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QUALITY OF LIFE
First Friday
and the galleries are in bloom
with fragrant wine
and cheese blossoms
men hold like their dates,
or maybe more delicately,
with halfhearted glances at the art,
at the roots.
The doors are all open in Old City
our American Jericho
(but the walls aren’t falling)
and only tipsy couples spill forth
to dissolve into suburbs and high rises.
Maybe one beautiful pair
is laughing a little more
a little more willing
to give a few coins
to the woman with the trumpet.
They are even smiling when
a ragged man demands
“A little change,”
beer and worse on his breath,
fine wine on theirs as they refuse
and fearfully retreat.
In desperation he pisses on their stoop, 
the papers call it a quality of life crime 
and Mr. and Mrs.
Young and Good Looking 
call it in without thinking 
whose quality of life 
and whose crime.
Nick Scorza
EMPTY BOOTH, 4 - A.M. 
A Haiku
Only in movies
would I find you sitting here,
writing down your dreams.
Jim Lewis
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